Comments, ideas from people at the Torun conference 21-23.9.12
Riitta Malkamäki about NLP (eanlpt.org):
founded 1995
vision: nlp university
goal:to get nlp official - develop training – research fund, about 20 countries
membership organizations, institutions 1000.-/year
country board: unofficial discussion for member organizations representatives 2/year in connection
to conferences
General assembly: once a year, normal revenues
Board: elected by the general assembly once a year. 6-9 persons. closed, meetings twice a year +
email
power struggles some times, most of the time ok
work groups about training standards, research
- much time to criterias – those could be given to EAP
- more time for development of practical ideas, innovations
- both personal and institutional membership needed, because not all have institutions
John Wheeler: Some tasks for ebta some for national organizations,
ebta. journal, national. validation, administration
Bogdan (?): try to get in touch with EAP for certification
Plamen: use my questionnaire. maybe the silent majority don’t want change and to avoid
somebody else doing a different one with different results
Check the mission. if same, why change structure!
US participant about SFBT: the old group faces natural retirement and recruiting new members.
Hard to get in and participate because of distances. Telephone meetings mostly.
Wishes: certification, because front line people need them and are motivated through them.
More research to get recognized
Training by the association? (support network?)
Harvey Ratner: Good in EBTA is the friendship and comradeship across borders
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The EBTA flower

This ebta- flower was created at Torun as a way to show what we see is going on in the EBTA
network.
The ebta-board is in agreement that we will not accept the role of "leaders" or the like but are going
to stick with the ebta concept of sharing and having a low key approach. So this flower is NOT a
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description of a promise from us. It is just a projectory what MAY evolve out of the current
initiatives we see around us.
Ebta should be more clear that the aim is to be useful for practitioners within the fields of mental
health care, social services and (special) education. Everybody is still welcome to the conferences
and so on but our focus is related to SF in this contexts
The circles:
SF- national and local organizations network/forum:
At Torun Tomasz (a board member) had made a lot of effort to contact the SF organizations of
Europe and try to make representatives from as many as possible come to at meeting at the Torun
conference. The day before we speculated that maybe Tomasz would sit alone at the meeting with
just one or two others who would show up. But we where so wrong! I think about 60 people
showed up! This was a success. Since all negative comments on the web some people was
wondering what the hidden agenda was, but most was very positive and interested. The ebtaboards commitment in this is to set up an internet forum where the national and local organizations
can meet, communicate and start organize themselves a bit if they find it useful.
SF_ training institutes network/forum: On the sft-list there has been a lot of questions about what
other institutes are up to and so on. Maybe it would be useful to have a forum for the institutes to
have communications both about worries and also about if there is some common goals and
visions?
The commitment of the ebta-board in this is to provide a web forum for the training institutes within
the SF-fields listed above.
SF_ academic network and forum: On the sft-list someone started to gather names and emails of
SF academic people. This we think also is important to provide a platform for. ebta gives a
research grant every year and thinks that it would be useful to connect about this and other
questions regarding research into SF-therapy and that it would be good to have names and who to
contact collected at one place. So the ebta board will provide this on the web. Maybe it is a need
for more communication and collaboration and some form of organization within this group, that
will the evolve over time as the academics get in touch with each other and maybe find new
colleges when the names and projects are collected at one place.
SF-individual members: The board thinks it could be good to provide a space or "forum" on the
internet for discussion about SF treatment and also to make individual therapist meet and present
themselves. Maybe there is a need for organization? then this will evolve. There is countries where
there is no national SF-organisation or where the national SF-organisation don’t cover needs of
the SF-practitioners. Then this level of direct membership could be an alternative.
The connecting board: In the future, there may be a natural development toward a representative
body from the networks that have organized themselves. And then some formal organizational
connection and collaboration could be invented to describe the relations between the two boards.
The points below the flower with explanation:
1) Create space for solution building - not give solutions
The ebta board is convinced that we don't have the possibility to provide solutions for all different
needs that may arise in the SF-community in Europe and beyond. We are very sure that this is
better solved by the people, organizations and networks that have the concerns and/or the vision
about something. The board will happily cooperate with any organization or group or individual that
shares the ebta basic commitments and low key mentality. If it in the future would be useful and of
interest then some or all of this work could gravitate towards becoming parts of the future ebta.
As of now ebta will provide platforms and space on the internet and on the conferences to let
people meet and this process evolve as far at the community thinks is useful.
2) The legal duties and formal stuff of non-profit organizations as for example ebta has long not
been the focus of the ebta board, there has been no need. Now we need to look at this and what
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possibilities and limitations we may encounter in the future. The ebta board will educate
themselves about this more in the coming year.
3) The members of the ebta-board can and will be active as members in the different networks.
4) There has been some concerns and the ebta board want to assure all ebta members that the
ebta-conferences and the research grant and other commitments will be honored and the board
looks forward with great curiosity and interest for the coming years. The ebta-board will continue its
functioning as it is now by tradition and will work on its own functioning and structure. But this will
not be a BIG solution, just a small part of all the possibilities that there is for the future.
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Discussion group about EBTA – Torun 2012
25 people present
From de Board : Caroline, Heike, Ferdinand, Peter, Mchristine, Jacek, Helene
Jacek : interested and responsible about what is going on with EBTA, president of polish
association for SFT, interested in the future of SF generally and in Poland
Talking with people interested in good future
Considering very much about what went on the SFList : accusations, discussions about EBTA
Not to loose what is precious : supportive and friendly atmosphere every year, through
conferences, exchange views and experiences on the list. Possibility to talk without being judged,
nor valuated,
John Wheeler : continuing to do what is going well : conference, research grant,
I value the efforts done
Plamen : I was on the board, now I’m not. I
1. Mission : spread of solution focused thinking : change ? No
2. How is this mission achieved : conferences, research, following research, spreading to new
places, exchange of contacts, knowing people : change ? No
3. Structure : a board designed by Steve and Insoo : change ? For me no.
4. Coordinated : board ; joined by invitation, left by one’s own will. If it has worked why change ?.
Probably there are people who are outside the board, and want to be on the board. Please let you
know.
I think many problems raised about accreditation. Because it creates a dividing line between those
who are and those who are not. I think it has to be totally out of EBTA. This is none of EBTA
business
Peter : EBTA hasn’t been spreading in all countries. Has it become spread enough or not ?
Jacek : people of former soviet union were interested, I was trying to help, but it didn’t succeed that
much.
M. Ph ? (Finland) : the very existence of an European association. Accreditation has been a critical
point in the Finnish system. Funding from employers and the government … The existence of
EBTA gave more credibility in Finland. We wondered who EBTA is. Showing up as such at the last
conference was helpful. The existence helps to gain credibility to national association.
Change : thinking about membership. A year ago I learned that EBTA has 14 members. This is not
very open.
Networking and engaging people might need more open systems.
Peter : When I joined the board accreditation was discussed a lot and for a long time. We were not
able to come anywhere. There where very good arguments for and against.
Caroline : accreditation is a difficult topic to handle at this level
Riitta Malkamäki (active in the NLP) cited by Peter : they organize themselves as a lobby
organisation in order to get recognized within national bodies. We try to do it but it was impossible,
because the accreditation is so difficult, so we let it to each country.
Riitta : NLP psychotherapy is accepted in 3 countries : Austria, Italy, and … ?
? to Caroline : a balance between the efforts and the recognition in every country
John Wheeler : in England we have a registered association for counselling and psychotherapy.
They say that this is an appropriate training about psychotherapy, but they don’t say that it is SF
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Mr Ph ?: a national organisation or a training institution might send their programme to EBTA who
can consider that this follows SF procedures : this accreditation of training programmes would be
helpful for people going to their national accreditation body
Peter : example of a licencing system is SFCT : accredit a piece of work.
Jacek : it would be better to get the accreditation and certification somewhere else.
Criteria could be very different for any profession and for every country.
I pushed the board about accreditation. I didn’t understand the no answer.
As I started to work about certification in Poland, I understood that we have to build a huge
machine in order to make this working well, many examples, with no guarantee. And what would it
be when someone attend another type of approach, does the person still be SF ? This would be
such a bureaucratic machine, that I’m not sure that this would be a place for me.
John : a national association can do that perhaps.
Ferdinand : I agree, I worked for 10 years in the accreditation of the Austrian ministry of health. I
survived even through I’m not a psychoanalyst or a CBT therapist.
If you wanted to be accepted in Austria, as a psychotherapist by law, you have to be XXXX by an
Austrian training institute. If I go to a foreign workshop, this has to be recognized by an Austrian
institute. Without this you are not recognized.
EBTA wouldn’t have any effect to get this.
Plamen : in Bulgaria the training program has to be approved by an university.
Caroline : lets think and talk about EBTA (think put in by Plamen)
At the national organizations meeting there were a lot of people this morning. They have question
in common. Here maybe training institutes have to think. The EBTA board who has been working
the same way for years, successful for keeping a nice atmosphere. Maybe the certification is a
topic for which we have not the muscles to carry out.
Heike : maybe this is also a part where we will share some ideas, this is not behind closed doors,
in order to find solutions we cannot find at the board.
Large field : SF community
EBTA is not just a board, but also an open organisation : small field within the large community.
Caroline draws a flower : national organisations, training institutes, academics (university workers
and researchers), individuals
As a board we didn’t create this. This is happening. In the future, not today, not tomorrow, these
networks may get together and have some forum, structure, platform.
We think that EBTA should provide a platform : our job is to make the space.
If they want and decide, they could have a representative body, some people who are the centre
and agreed about their networks, then we have a group of people, who are the representative
networks, who have some things in common. They can connect. EBTA will stay at it is, and is just
willing to provide space for this making be happen.
Jacek : as long as this doesn’t lead to trouble in the SF community
Peter : the board could be representative
The academics could decide the grants, for instance.
Caroline : this is a structure, just to think and going on. If there is interest …
M … from Czech republic : how does this connect to other groups, as SFCT and IASTI or other
certification bodies.
Caroline : I think that EBTA should be more clear about being for mental health, education and
social work, as well as therapy.
Jacek : That is not a structure which has been decided. It is much more an idea.
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Peter : maybe SFCT could be more present for coaching, and EBTA more for therapy.
IASTI ? maybe that is more a question for training institutes. EBTA stops having ideas.
The openness can create much more conflicts, e.g. among training institutes, but this belongs to
this network.
We can go as individuals in each of this networks (cf. flower), but not as a board
Harvey : we are not a big world of SF which is at risk of splitting. But there are significant voices of
SF field which are not present at this conference, because of this argument.
Caroline : we are not in a position where we could say people what to do.
Harvey : the one body who could keep this community together (board) in thinking about
accreditation draws away. The one body who could make something is …
Caroline draws a « common board » with the EBTA board, and representatives together. This is
mirroring what EFTA has done some years ago, and they succeed. We don’t what to copy them,
because this is much of structure, and organisation, and this is not fun.
Caroline invites to talk at spaces provided by EBTA.
Those about SF national organisations could contact Tomasz, and training institutes could talk
together. SF academic and individual is not yet existing.
Mr Ph ? : I disagree with Plamen about the dividing line : in Finland we have seen that
accreditation brings benefits to all. We trained 150 SF therapists, and about 450 on basic therapy
issues. We need resources, because it is a valuable to people
Plamen : what I say is that accreditation is a very dangerous dividing line at this European level.
Caroline : if you are going to the website, there are always this task groups, write to us.
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